tactics for spatial Resistance

meet
organise
march
barricade
occupy
strike
appropriate
transgress
transform
shatter
build

underground, in the office, on site
Factory workers, Moscow, 1917

trade unions, workers and citizens committees
Brigade of anarchist building workers, Spain, 1937

through the streets and squares
Women in Berlin, 1917

strategic routes and pathways
Women build barricades, Moscow, 1917

key buildings and institutions
Swimming Pool occupation, Glasgow 2000

against unjust employers and practice
"Viva". Red Glasgow, 1919

all means necessary for the production and use of buildings and cities
Red Army chair spout, Porto, 1956

the boundaries of bourgeois morality and taste
Street Art Action, Moscow Palace, Peteograd, 1920

the labour process in the interests of workers and communities
All Russian Congress of Factory and Shop Boards Committees, 1917

the illusions of capitalist justice
Running Police Station, Moscow, 1917

social condensers for our time
Campaigns to很有方, Glasgow, 2010